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CAST OF CHARACTERS (10) 
 

FIRST WIFE (White F, 55): A stern, authoritative wife. She has harvested only one heir: First Son. 
That was almost 30 years ago.  
 
SECOND WIFE (White F, 50): A faithful, obedient wife.  Even though she knows it is expressly 
forbidden, she is hopelessly in love with First Wife.  
 
THIRD WIFE (Non-White F, 28): An innocent and inquisitive wife. With combat training. 
 
FOURTH WIFE (Non-White, F or feminine person, 25): MUST play guitar. A mysterious, musical 
wife. Where does she go when she disappears? 
 
FIFTH WIFE (Non-White, F, 30): An intelligent wife that chose to marry into the compound after 
a secular relationship. 
 
SIXTH WIFE (White, F, 22): A rebellious wife that grew up in a wealthy, radical compound. She 
purports to have the ability to produce a “super harvest” of twelve heirs. 
 
JOAN (Non-White, F or feminine person, 13): An adopted daughter. 
 
HUSBAND (White m, 34): Known as “Penis,” he serves as the Husband figure of the compound. 
He really does try his best. 
 
FIRST SON (White m, 29): Sole biological heir of the compound, born to First Wife. He should 
have wives by now . . .  
 
“PROPHET” (Non-White, late 30s- 50s, non-binary or gender non-conforming): MUST play 
drums. “Prophet” is really D’Eon, a member of secular rebel forces seeking to overthrow the 
Prophets. 
 
2 INTERPRETERS (F or non-binary), as needed to accommodate a safe audience experience. 
 

CASTING NOTE 
Joan and Interpreter 1 are double-cast, as are “Prophet” and Interpreter 2. 

 
NOTE ON “FEMININE LANGUAGE” 

Yes: The feminine language of Denim Doves is very loosely inspired by Láadan, a feminist 
constructed language included in the science fiction series Native Tongue, written by Suzette 
Haden Elgin.   
 

No: There’s no pronunciation guide. Trust us, you’re saying everything right.  
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MUSICAL NUMBERS 
 

#1 - The Current . . . . . . . . .  Wives 1-5 
#2 - Ancient Rebel Girl Song** . . . . . . . . .  Wives 2-6 
#3 - Eróo Lewidan . . . . . . . . .  All Wives 
#4 – Reprise, The Current  
#5 - Shame . . . . . . . . . Wives 2-5 
#6 - Prophet . . . . . . . . .  All Wives, Husband, First Son 
#7 – New Blood . . . . . . . . .  Joan, The Wives 

 
 

NOTE ON SONGS AND RECORDINGS 
 
**For performance of copyrighted songs, arrangements or recordings mentioned in this play, the 
permission of the copyright owner(s) must be obtained. Other songs, arrangements or recordings may 
be substituted provided permission from the copyright owner(s) of such songs, 
arrangements or recordings is obtained; or songs, arrangements or recordings in the public domain may 
be substituted. 
 

To request permission to use the music created and composed specifically for this play, please contact 
me@adriennedawes.com .  
 
 

SETTING 
A modest compound in conservative Prophet Territory (Belle, MO), 92 years and then 105 years in the 
future.  

 
 

PRODUCTION NOTE 
This play runs at 75 minutes (or less !?!), including the pre-show “Preamble.”  
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0) PREAMBLE 
The Interpreters work box office/concessions as 
the audience arrives. They are dressed in 
contemporary denim; hair in a subtle braid or tail 
of pony. While both are incredibly warm, friendly 
and accommodating, they share a manic, urgent 
energy disguised as front-of-house formality. 
 
Smile. Laugh. Nothing too weird. This is not going 
to be a weird show.   
 
When the house opens, the Interpreters begin: 

 
INTERPRETER 1 

(briskly) 
Good evening and welcome to American Theatre Company’s production of Denim Doves.  
 

INTERPRETER 2 
Welcome! 
 

INTERPRETER 1 
We’d like to ask you now to silence your phones, absolutely no photography or recording 
devices allowed inside the compound. And that is for your safety. 
 

INTERPRETER 2 
Your safety! Tonight’s performance runs about 75 minutes, no intermission - - 
 

INTERPRETER 1 
(“rest room”) 

None, so if you need to use the dulshod - - 
 

Interpreter 2 cuts them off. 
 

INTERPRETER 2 
Or restrooms as you call them, now is the time - - 
 

INTERPRETER 1 
Now is that time. Whatelse? Feels like we’re forgetting - - 
 

INTERPRETER 2 
There is no nudity. Except full frontal. 
 

INTERPRETER 1 
Yeah! It’s just one guy, one time. He’s not going to touch you - - 
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INTERPRETER 2 
Oh nobody touches you, except - - 

 
INTERPRETER 1 

I mean we hope you’re touched with like your emotions, but you’re not like touched! With your 
body - - 

(off #2’s reaction) 
Was that funny? . . . I never know when I’m being funny. 
 

INTERPRETER 2 
Did you want to be funny ?  
 

INTERPRETER 1 
Feels like I can’t now - - 
 

INTERPRETER 2 
People are going to think this is the show - -   
 

INTERPRETER 1 
(at audience) 

This is not the show! 
 

INTERPRETER 2 
(at audience) 

This is not the show! We’re just here to interpret. Let’s go ahead and open the - -  
 

They unlock the front doors and usher in audience 
members. 

 
INTERPRETER 1 

You can sit anywhere that’s not marked off - - 
 

INTERPRETER 2 
Anywhere that is a “seat.” You can’t sit on stage, for example. Or the religious altar.  

 
INTERPRETER 1 

Look for “theater seating.” General guideline. That is for your safety. 
 

INTERPRETER 2 
Your safety. Hello. Welcome! 

 
As taudience files in: 
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INTERPRETER 1 
Hi! Hello there! 

(at Interpreter 2) 
Everyone is single-file. Very obedient - - 

 
INTERPRETER 2 

Yes. Loving the uniformity - -  
 

INTERPRETER 1 
You would. Everyone in quickly, safely. Thank you! Truly - - 
 

INTERPRETER 2 
Thank you so much for coming! Thank you.  
 

The Interpreters make sure everyone is safely 
seated, then stand guard at the front doors of the 
theater. 

1) SAFETY FIRST 
The compound is sparsely decorated in hues of 
denim blue and grey. A simple religious altar is set 
against the back wall, dressed in dark denim and 
vaguely phallic imagery. The doors to Husband’s 
chambers are locked tightly, a small key pad 
mounted on the wall next to them. 
 
The Wives enter in the dark, in order of rank. First 
Wife is braided first, then Second Wife, Third Wife, 
Fourth Wife, and last, Fifth Wife, a much lower 
status wife, as indicated by her shamefully short 
braids.  
 

#1 The Current 
 
We hear a hand bell. Another. Another. 

 
THIRD WIFE 

THE CURRENT IS SO STRONG 
CARRIES ME ACROSS 
LIFTS MY BUTT 
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THIRD WIFE & FIFTH WIFE 
CLEANS ALL MY PARTS 
THAT NO HAND MAY TOUCH  
IN ACCEPTABLE FASHION 
 

ALL WIVES 
THE CURRENT IS SO STRONG 
(THE CURRENT IS SO STRONG) 
FEET RISE ABOVE THE ROCKY BOTTOM 
I CAN NO LONGER FEEL 
LOSE THAT LITTLE BIT OF CONTROL 
MY BODY  - - 
 
THE CURRENT IS SO STRONG 
SHIFTS MY SHAPE FROM UPRIGHT  
SO I AM SHAPED - LIKE RIVER OTTER 
RIVER RIPS AWAY – MY - DENIM 
RIPS SACRED UNDERWEAR 
PULLS PINS FROM MY BRAID 
MY HAIR TUMBLES DOWN  
TENDRILS FLAT  
AROUND - MY - FACE  
LIKE SNAKES - - 

 
MY WET FLOATING HAIR  (MY WET FLOATING HAIR)  
MY WET FLOATING HAIR  (MY WET FLOATING HAIR)  
MY WET FLOATING HAIR  (MY WET FLOATING HAIR)  
IS SIN 
IS SIN 
IS SIN 
IS SIN 

 
At some point during the song, Fourth Wife passes 
a tiny scroll of paper to First Wife, and then 
disappears offstage. First Wife tucks the scroll of 
paper safely into her denim.  

 
First Wife commands the center, often the first and 
last to speak. Braided tightly with her sisters, if she 
moves, they move.   
 
She speaks to the women in the room. 
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FIRST WIFE 
Sisters. You are safe here. Do not let the metal click alarm you - - 

 
A loud metal SCREECH. The Interpreters lock the 
theater doors tightly, then take their seats at an 
interpretation desk, set just offstage. 

 
FIRST WIFE 

It is merely the doors closing. A divide between outside and in. You are free here, Sisters. 
Inside, we enjoy many liberties without restriction.  
 

SECOND WIFE 
Free laughter. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
Free food. 
 

FIFTH WIFE 
Free sleep. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
Free Wifi - - 

 
SECOND WIFE 

Free denims of every length. 
 

FIFTH WIFE 
Free walking solitary or free walking with a group. 

 
THIRD WIFE 

Free Welch’s grape. 
 

SECOND WIFE 
Free from hysterics. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
Free ignorance without shame.  
 

FIFTH WIFE 
Free echoes in the mind - - 
 

FIRST WIFE 
There is just one thing. One thing, we must follow - - 
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Interpreters offer translation to the audience from 
their desk.  

  
OTHER WIVES 

(Penis.) 
Bom. Bom. Bom. 

 
FIRST WIFE 

The Prophets have sealed us to one husband, Penis. Tonight the sun turns to darkness and the 
moon to blood. HoBom, Great Penis in the Sky, opens his eye. Watches to ensure next harvest 
is successfully planted. It is tonight, this blessed night, we gather for Seedling. We comfort Penis 
in this rite. If he hungers to transact, we accept deposit. One seed for each Wife. First Wife. 

 
SECOND WIFE 

Second Wife. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
Third Wife.  
 

Fifth Wife stands apart from them, unbraided.  
 

FIFTH WIFE 
(misses cue) 

-- Fifth Wife! Sorry. Isn’t there someone before me - - sometimes ? 
 
Second Wife unbraids herself from First. 

 
SECOND WIFE 

Ssometimes before you is me, always. Second Wife.  
 

FIFTH WIFE 
(at Third Wife) 

No, I meant before me, after you -  - 
 

Third Wife unbraids from Second Wife. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
Before me, before you is First. She’s before Two too - - 

 
FIFTH WIFE 

(painful smile) 
That’s not . . . let’s count it out: One. Two. Three. Five. 
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In unison: 
 

SECOND WIFE THIRD WIFE 
Exactly. Yes? 

 
FIFTH WIFE 

But we’re missing one - - 
 
In unison: 

 
FIFTH WIFE SECOND WIFE THIRD WIFE 

I don’t think you’re - - One is First Wife. And I love 
her with my total and 
complete being - - 

She’s right there! First Wife - - 
 

 
FIRST WIFE 

(sternly; “Wives! Look at your hair.”) 
Eloda! Láad oyinan il delith. 
 

They stop and touch their hair self-consciously. 
Each has unraveled. They quickly form another 
braid line, fixing their braids. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
(at Fifth Wife) 

This is why we are free from maths. 
 

OTHER WIVES 
(quietly consumed; “Braiding”) 

Boóbin. Boóbin. Boóbin.  
 

FIRST WIFE 
Tighten the braid. Tighter. So that you cannot be loosened.  
 

Beat. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
Do you think . . . will Penis hunger to transact tonight? 
 

SECOND WIFE 
I hope so! It has been some time. I fear my blood soon will - - 
 

FIRST WIFE 
Say it right. Tonight, the Seedling! His eye is on us all. 
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SECOND WIFE 
(“I fear my blood will soon spoil”) 

Hée ya . . . óole wil rashulin. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
What was the category of your last menstruate? 
 

Fifth Wife laughs awkwardly.  
 

THIRD WIFE 
It’s not funny. 
 

SECOND WIFE 
No. It’s disgusting and necessary. 
 

FIFTH WIFE 
Sorry. The category? As to . . . viscosity or - - ? 
 

FIRST WIFE 
As to her intention. Ásháana. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
A joyful blood. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
Zhesháana. 

 
SECOND WIFE 

Two bloods in synchronicity. Terrible fortune. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
Osháana. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
Osháana is - -  
 

SECOND WIFE 
Just a blood. Ordinary.  

 
FIRST WIFE 

Does not stain denim. Easily forgotten. 
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THIRD WIFE 
(laughs at Fifth; “soup”) 

Hee hee, like her thulana. 
 

SECOND WIFE 
(laughs: “shamed soup”) 

Ho ho, dúu-thulana. 
 

They laugh at Fifth Wife who frowns back at them. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
(grins) 

You have to listen! We’re before you in the braid, Eloda.  
 

A silencing gesture. Fifth Wife has to stand still, 
holding her breath, puffing out her cheeks. She has 
to accept this. She has no status.  

 
SECOND WIFE 

Yes. Before you, we take seed. Better seed.  
(nods to Third Wife) 

It was the way with her too, before you - - 
 

THIRD WIFE 
(nods to Fifth Wife) 

Too true. It’ll be the same when a Sixth is added - -  
 

FIRST WIFE 
A Sixth cannot be added - - 

 
THIRD WIFE 

Eventually! We will grow too old to harvest - -  
 

FIRST WIFE 
(sharply) 

Do you wear coarse trousers, Third? 
 

THIRD WIFE 
(laughs, “No”) 

Who me? Ra  - - !  
 

First Wife gives her the silencing gesture. Fifth Wife 
is released and now Third Wife goes still, holding 
her breath, cheeks puffed.  
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FIRST WIFE 
Do you smoke cigars? Consume reference literature? Do you consider wives as Penis considers 
eloda?  
 

Third Wife shakes her head no, bowing her head.  
 

FIRST WIFE 
No. All that concerns you is ONE - Penis, TWO, this altar, THREE - that kitchen, FIVE – a bountiful 
harvest, which you have not - - 
 

Second Wife stifles laughter. First Wife turns to 
her. 

 
FIRST WIFE 

You also have no children. 
 

First Wife now silences Second Wife. Third Wife is 
released.  

 
FIRST WIFE 

Not a single harvest in 30 years? This is why I begin this braid. I produced First Son. Therefore, I 
manage all household affairs. Therefore, there will be no Sixth. 
 

She releases Second Wife. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
 Do you even know what six means? Six. Six. Six?  Devil. 
 

The wives gasp loudly. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
Would you invite her in? Devil wear our denim. Devil drink our Welch. Devil soil take seed from 
our Penis, who is always exhausted after meals?! No. It may be fashionable in other compounds 
for the Sisterhood to swell but we are not “trendy” here. We will be a house of four - - 
 

FIFTH WIFE 
(quietly corrects her) 

There are five - - 
FIRST WIFE 
(“barren”) 

We will be a house of five, then. More than enough for a single Penis. And if you cannot 
produce harvest from this night – rawóobaná! 

(to Fifth) 
You understand the meaning? 
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Fifth Wife nods. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
Would you go back to that? 
 

Fifth Wife shakes her head. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
(gasps) 

Rawóobaná? A disgrace! 
 

SECOND WIFE 
No rank. No braid. Unsealed - - 
 

THIRD WIFE 
Unsealed?! 

 
FIRST WIFE 

Disposable. Isn’t that right, Fifth? Tell them of your first “ transactional arrangement.” 
 

SECOND WIFE 
(gasps) 

You transacted . . . before Penis? 
 

Third Wife does an odd gesture with her hand. 
 

THIRD WIFE 
Was he big? 

 
FIFTH WIFE 

(uncomfortable) 
Oh I forget. It is all rapidly, rapidly behind me - -  
 

FIRST WIFE 
(“drought forevermore”) 

Once rawóobaná, you carry that into every braid. Ralali ril i aril irilrili. 
 

FIFTH WIFE 
You say that so easily. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
I produced an heir. I only mention for their benefit. They must know what will happen if they do 
not harvest. 
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SECOND WIFE 
Tell us!  

 
THIRD WIFE 

You must! 
 

FIFTH WIFE 
Well . . . I came from . . . not another compound, but I . . . lived outside the unit. With a . . . 
common man. 
 

This does not register with Second or Third Wife. 
 
FIFTH WIFE 

A man without religious affiliation? Oh, what is the word? 
 

Interpreters provide the Laadan translation for the 
audience: scroob. Fifth Wife remembers: 

 
FIFTH WIFE 

(“scrub”) 
He was scroob? 
 

SECOND & THIRD WIFE 
(gasp) 

Ahhh no want no scroob - -! 
 

FIRST WIFE 
Tell them of your employment. 

 
FIFTH WIFE 

My? Oh. It’s embarrassing. 
 

First Wife gives her a stern look. Fifth Wife 
complies. 

 
FIFTH WIFE 

I worked at a . . . secular facility.   
 

In unison: 
 

THIRD WIFE 
What is that?! 
 

SECOND WIFE 
Doing what??! 
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FIFTH WIFE 
I was a research assistant. My graduate degree is in molecular biology. I’ve - - I’ve forgotten 
most of it by now.  
 

FIRST WIFE 
(prompts) 

How you came to the compound - - 
 

FIFTH WIFE 
I . . . got to an age. We tried to harvest but - - 
 

First Wife gives her a stern look. 
 

FIFTH WIFE 
I asked scroob for celestial marriage but he rejected so . . . I was solitary, rawóobaná. A woman 
without value. A woman who subverts her fertile potential. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
Until our gracious Penis offered his hand. At my prompting. 

 
OTHER WIVES 

Bom othel. Penis blessed. 
 

FIFTH WIFE 
Yes. I am indebted to your kindness. All of you. Allowing me to share even the split ends of your 
braid these months, you’ve given me second opportunity to prove my worth. Harvest the next 
generation. 
 

The Other Wives coo, a sisterly embrace. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
(softer) 

Bom othel, Sisters. We must harvest another heir so that the Prophets do not cut our braid. So 
that none are rawóobaná, withdrawn.  
 

The other wives nod, fearful. 
 

FIRST WIFE 
Let us prepare.  
 

The Wives exit. Fourth Wife appears again with an 
electric guitar. They begin an impressive solo. 
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Suddenly, there is a beeping noise. Fourth Wife 
freezes. The doors to Husband’s chambers unlock 
loudly and slide open. Sound of transmitting device 
playing, intercut with bursts of loud static. A stern, 
monotonous male voice: 

 
RADIO VOICE (V.O.) 

Remember! He is watching. He is always watching. Great Penis in the Sky. Tonight, His one eye 
opens - - 

 
HUSBAND tosses a Welch’s juice box at his radio 
transmitter and it shuts off. Husband strolls into 
the main room, taking in big gulps of air and 
stretching. He stops at the sight of other men in 
the audience. 

 
HUSBAND 

Ah! Ah, I exclaim! I was not told there’d be other men at Seedling! Real men with real beards 
and postures! I’ll get cigars . . . tolerate! 
 

He notices Fourth Wife. 
 

HUSBAND 
Oh! It is my Wife! I sometimes forget about you. What do you have there?  
 

There is some resistance but he pulls the guitar 
away from Fourth Wife. Husband tries to play a 
quick solo. No one is impressed. He hands the 
guitar back and pats Fourth Wife’s head. 

 
HUSBAND 

There, Dove. Fixed it.  
(to the men in audience) 

Tolerate a few more seconds! I will return!  
 

He runs back into his chambers. 

2) BLOOD MOON RITE 
 

Fourth Wife underscores the top of the ritual. The 
other Wives enter and kneel at the altar.  
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Husband reenters in with cigars, otherwise known 
as beef jerky. He passes them to the men in the 
audience, climbing over people. 

 
HUSBAND 

(smiles) 
So nice to meet you. And you! Here you are! Look at all these masculine men!  

(sternly, at a female audience member) 
Female. Pass that to the Penis next to you. 

 (to the next male audience member) 
We’ll talk when this is over, Dude. Many athletics talks. Later, man. 
 

He climbs back to the altar. First Wife dresses him 
in religious denim.  

 
FIRST WIFE 

(quietly to Husband) 
You look well. Are you ready for deposit?  
 

HUSBAND 
Harvested ready. Let’s do this.  
 

Fourth Wife joins their sisters. Husband stands with 
his arms raised up and stretched to the sky.  
 

FIRST WIFE 
Now, we pray. 

The wives raise their arms high.  
 

ALL WIVES 
When Great Penis is high 
And spits into the sky 
And the seeds on his coarse gown trail behind 
Then we Wives below 
Are with love aglow 
Just to see him so brightly engorged 
 

FIRST WIFE 
On the night of the Seedling 
As we sing to the tune 
of Hobum, the Great Penis watching above 

 
The wives gesture: 
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OTHER WIVES 
One Eye - - 
 

FIRST WIFE 
We raise high our song 
As he glides on so strong 
And we bask in the light of his love. Yes sir. 
 

ALL WIVES 
Yes, sir! 
 

They lower their arms. First Wife rises and kisses 
Husband, then kneels again. 

 
FIRST WIFE 

Lovely Penis, you have been known by so many names to so many people – 
 

The wives overlap, tempo grows: 
 

FIRST WIFE SECOND WIFE THIRD WIFE FOURTH WIFE FIFTH WIFE 

Beaver Basher Bratwurst Beef Whistle 
 

Bob Dole 
 

Baby Arm Baloney Pony Burrito Bishop 
 

Chub 
 

Custard Launcher Candle 

Dagger 
 

Deep V Diver 
  

Disco Stick Dink Ding Dong Mcdork  Dragon 

Easy Rider 
 

Excalibur Flesh Flute Ferret Guy 

Fun Stick Fudge Sickle 
 

Fuck Rod Froto 
 

Groin Heat Seeking Moisture 
Missile 

Hog Hose 

Johnson  Jimmy John Jack 

Junk Joystick Johnny Jerry John Stamos 

Kickstand 
 

Knobby Dobby Lil Bob Lizard 
 

Leaky Hose Long Fellow Love Muscle Microphone 
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FIRST WIFE SECOND WIFE THIRD WIFE FOURTH WIFE FIFTH WIFE 

Meat Injection One-Eyed Snake 
 

Old Fellow Old Man 

Popeye 
 

Pecker 
 

Pig Skin Bus 

Peter Plug Pedro Poinswatter Pee Pee 
 

Purple Helmeted 
Warrior of Love 

Quiver Bone Roundhead Schlong 
Dongadoodle 

 
Steamin’ Semen 

Truck 
Tonk Tinker Thundersword 

Trouser Snake Third Leg Thumper Tassle Twig and Berries 

Wand Wee Wee Wiener 
  

   Yingyang  
Bing Bang 

 

 
FIRST WIFE 

. . . . And many others have been your names. Yet do we know you and love you as Penis. We 
give you due honor and invite you to join with us on this, your special night. 
 

A wife rings a bell. Another wife rings a bell.  
 

FIRST WIFE 
Erect, my Penis, erect we pray thee. 
 

First Wife kneels again. The wives close their eyes. 
 

ALL WIVES 
Erect, Penis. Speak with us, your Sister Wives. 
 

Husband spreads his arms. He tries to summon all 
of his Seedling power . . . he really tries . . . but . . .  

 
HUSBAND 

. . . I . . . I . . . apologize. I know you have all been patiently waiting - - 
 

Beat. Second and Third Wife begin weeping very, 
very quietly. The Other Wives join them, one by 
one.  
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HUSBAND 

But I’ve had a very long day, filled with many masculine duties.  You’re all extremely beautiful – 
even you. Another night, I would have many seed, perhaps take micro sleep, and still had 
additional surplus - - 
 

The wives weep a little louder. 
 

HUSBAND 
But in truth: I’ve been drinking. I’ve been drinking. 

(over their louder, disgusted wails) 
I know. Welch’s is not necessary for daily consumption, however consider the stresses of my 
life, which are great and cumulative, for there is just one of me and . . . five of you . . .  

(louder wails) 
I’m sorry. I SAID, I’M SORRY! 
 

He raises a hand, a back-hand gesture. The Wives 
(except Fourth) recoil in unison, instant silence. 

 
HUSBAND  

Thank you! And I apologize! It is never my preference but I must strike when hysterical.  
 

The wives exchange wary looks. First Wife coughs. 
They defer back to Husband. 

 
HUSBAND 

(rote) 
I will conclude: 
“I am He who watches over thee 
Penis of you all 
Know that . . .” No . . . “Know that  . . .”  

 
The wives finish for him, with looks of disgust. 

 
FIRST WIFE 

(sharply) 
“Know that with my Penis.” 

 
HUSBAND 

Thank you. “Know that with my Penis . . . I . . . I . . . “  
 

SECOND WIFE 
“Weave the skein of life - -” 
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THIRD WIFE 
“I am the beginning of your life and it’s end - - “ 
 

HUSBAND 
Ok. You are not calm, ma’am - - 
 

FIRST WIFE 
“First childbirth to final.” 
 

SECOND WIFE 
“I am Life and I am Love.” 
 

THIRD WIFE 
“Be true to me and I will ever be true to you.” 

 
FOURTH WIFE 

“And you. And you. And you. And you.”  
 

HUSBAND 
Well! You have all stranded me at the altar, effeminate. “Love is the Law - - 

 
ALL WIVES  

“ - - And the Law is the Bond. Yes, sir.” 
 

Break. The wives huffily disperse. Husband 
chuckles awkwardly at the other men in the 
audience.  

 
HUSBAND 

Ever have one of those? Times five? It’s so much pressure to perform. I am not a big man. I am 
honestly, quite micro. Buried in denim. There is no book, no instructional cassette to prepare 
one for celestial marriage.  

 (beat) 
I am just one Penis. I must do as is prescribed of my role, as my father did as did the Penises 
before him. I am man so I must be a man. Divine my rod towards that open vessel. Hope for 
moisture. All any Penis can do.  
 

He disrobes as naked as is comfortable (except 
socks). He makes eye contact with a single male 
audience member. 

 
HUSBAND 

Tolerate . . . I will return.  
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Husband exits, returning to his private chambers. 

3) BREADSTICKS AND WELCH 
 

Wives reenter with plates of breadsticks and jugs 
of grape juice.  
 
At the start of the rite, Second Wife fills five cups 
with Welch’s Grape.  

 
SECOND WIFE 

Now it is time that we give thanks to HoBum, Great Penis, which sustains us. 
 

OTHER WIVES 
(glumly) 

Yes, sir.  
 

SECOND WIFE 
May we ever be aware of all that we owe to Him and our own Penis. 
 

OTHER WIVES 
(grumbling) 

Yes. Sir. 
 

The Wives quickly select volunteers from the 
audience: one male and (up to) five females. They 
must stand before the altar.  
 
The females each take a small cup. The Male holds 
a breadstick (he may use clean napkins for a 
sanitary grip). The tip must safely point down.  
He is instructed to slowly lower the bread tip into 
each female’s cup.  

 
SECOND WIFE  

(to Male Volunteer) 
Repeat after me: “In like fashion. May male join with females.” 

 
Each volunteer cup must be penetrated with bread. 
The male volunteer must incant, at each tip dip.  
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END OF EXCERPT 

For more information, please contact me@adriennedawes.com  
 
 
 


